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ABSTRACT.   The main result states that if /: X —• X is any map on

a ^-dimensional torus  X, then the Nielsen number and Lefschetz num-

ber of / are related by the formula N(f) = |L(/)|.   Thus, on the torus,

the Lefschetz number gives information, not just on the existence of

fixed points, but on the number of fixed points as well.   No other com-

pact Lie group has this property.   The main result, when applied to

certain types of maps on compact Lie groups, produces new information

on the fixed point theory of such maps.

In the study of the fixed points of a map /: X —► X on a connected fi-

nite polyhedron  X, two numbers are associated with  /; the Lefschetz num-

ber L(/)  and the Nielsen number /V(/).   It is known that when   X is a circle,

then Nif) = |L(/)|  for any map / [3, p. 107].   The purpose of this note is to

prove that the same relationship holds for a map on any torus and to discuss

consequences of this result.

The fixed point theory on which this paper is based can be found in [3]

and [5].

Theorem.   Let  X be a k-dimensional torus and f: X —► X  any map.

Then N(f)= |L(/)|.

Proof.   The rational cohomology  H  (X; Q) is the exterior algebra on k

generators  {*,,. . . , x, j; where  x. £ H (X; Q).   The map / induces /   :

H*iX; Q) -» H*{X; Q).   Let /*>': W{X; Q) -» HJ'(X; Q) be the restriction of

/     and set

/*(*,) -an*!+ "- + a1Jk*Jk

f*{xk) = aklxl + --- + akkxk-

Let M = [a..] be the matrix associated in this way with /     . The Lefschetz

number L(/) is given by

Lif) = Tr(/*°) - Tr(/* l) + ••• + (- l)k Trif*k)

= l-iaxx + ... + akk) + ---+i-l)kaxx--- akk.
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But this is nothing else but

1-all   •    *    *   alk

a

; i      = det (/ - M)

akl---l~akk

so we conclude that L(f) = det(/ - M).   If L(f) = 0 then N(f) = 0 since T(X)

= tt^X) [3, p. 101].   Now assume L(f) 4 0.   Since  T(f) = 77j(X), then [7] states

that N(f) is the order of the cokernel of  1 - /#; where /„: z7j(X) —» n^X) is

induced by /.   Now 77j(X) = Z , so we consider 1 - fn: Z   —» Z .   Since  X

is a torus, we may assume  7r,(X)  is generated by the duals  \x^, . . . , x^\ of

\x., . .., xA.   Represent   1 - /„  by an integer matrix I — F.    There is a diag-

onal matrix D = dlag(d.,. . . , dA) such that D = A(l - F)B; where  A and B

are unimodular matrices.   Now we have detD = det (/ - F) and the order of

the cokernel of 1 - /„  is the order of the group Z/(d^) ©• • • © Z/(dk).   Thus

the order of the cokernel of  1 -/# is  \dl ■ ■ ■ dk\ = |detD\ = |det(/ - F)\.   But

we have  det (/ - F) = det (/ - M) by duality and therefore  N(f) = |L(/)|.    D

A generalization of this Theorem, for coincidences of maps between tori,

can be found in [l, pp. 122—125]-

Because of [3, p. 142], the Theorem implies that, given any map / on a

torus, there exists a map  g homotopic to / such that g has exactly   \L(f)\

fixed points.   In particular, if L(f) = 0, i.e. if "one" is an eigenvalue of

/     , then there is a fixed point free map g homotopic to /.

While it may be that the main result can be extended to some interesting

class of spaces more general than tori, the following converse to the Theo-

rem shows that such a class cannot include any other compact connected Lie

group:

// G  is a compact connected Lie group such that N(f) = \L(f)\  for all

maps f: G —► G,  then  G is a torus.

To establish this observation, let  G  be a compact connected nonabelian

Lie group of rank A, then tt^G) = Zr © F where  F is finite and r < X.   For

m > 2, let pm: G —» G be defined by p   (g) = gm, then N(p   ) is the order of

the cokernel of the endomorphism of ttAG) which takes an element a to

(l - m)a.   Therefore, N(p   ) = (m - l)T + p(m); where p(m) is no larger than

the order of F.   On the other hand, L(p   ) = (l - m)X [3, p. 49], so A > r im-

plies  Mp   ) < \L(p   )\  tot m sufficiently large.

Let  G  be a compact connected Lie group, H a connected subgroup, and

B = G/H  the homogeneous space.   Call a map /: G —» G fibre-preserving it

f(xH) C f(x)H tot all x £ G.   Such a map induces a map /': B —> B.   It f has
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a fixed point, then fixQH) C xQH for some  x  • let  /„   be the restriction of /

to  xQH.    By [7], TiG) = nxiG) and   TiB) = 77j(B)  so all fixed point classes

of / have the same index, which we denote by  iif), and all fixed point classes

of /   have the same index iif ).

Corollary,,   Let  G be a compact connected Lie group, T     a toral subgroup

and f: G —> G  a fibre-preserving map such that Lif) 4 0.   Then

iif)Nif)=±iif')Nif')N{f0).

Proofo   Since the projection of  G onto  B = G/T    is an orientable fibre

bundle, Lif) = L(/')L(/Q) [2], [6].   By [3, p. 99], Lif) = iif)Nif)  and Lif) =

iif')Nif').   The Theorem implies that L(/Q) = ±/V(/Q).   □

The Corollary is still correct when Lif) = 0, but it is then necessary to

define /.  more carefully (see [2]).

When   G = S-1, the Corollary reduces to the counterexample of [4].   In fact,

the Corollary may be viewed as the analogue to the Theorem of [4] for fibre-

preserving maps on   G/T .
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